
Volunteer’s Welcome Pack

Dear Volunteer,

Hereby, you find some basic info about your volunteering period in the social cooperative
Wind of Renewal. Don’t hesitate to contact us for any info needed:

Accommodation: 

We are happy to be our guest in a space we have dedicated for the volunteers of Wind of
Renewal  inside  the  WELCOMMON  Hostel.  The  WELCOMMON  Hostel,
(https://welcommonhostel.gr/)  is  an innovative and inclusive Hostel  initiated by Wind of
Renewal. In this space, 4 kinds of rooms are offered to the volunteers depending on the
availability of them:

1. 8  Dormitory Volunteers’  room with access to shared kitchen for the guests and
volunteers and bathroom for the room (Floor No1)

2. 4  dormitory  Volunteers’  room with  access  to  shared kitchen  for  the  guests  and
volunteers and bathroom for the room (Floor No4)

3. 2  small  single  rooms for  long duration volunteers  with  a  kitchen shared for  the
guests and volunteers and a shared bathroom on the Floor No4

4. 1 triple room for women if they want to stay only with women needing more privacy
with a kitchen shared for the guests and volunteers and a shared bathroom on the
Floor No4

Also, bed sheets, towels and toilet papers will be offered to you. 

Please, do not use sleeping bag.

You could use during volunteering with us the washing machines too!

You  receive  allowance/pocket  money  and  a  confirmed  amount  for  food  based  on  the
regulations of ESC (but for our accounting system we need the invoices, therefore either you
propose the food and we buy it for you or you buy it, you give us the invoice and we pay you
the amount), if you participate as a volunteer in an EVS / European Solidarity Corps project

How you can arrive to our building 

From the airport you can take the Metro (line 2- direction Agia Marina) and disembark at
Syntagma. At Syntagma you change line and take Metro line 3 – direction Anthoupoli. You
disembark at Omonoia and you need 5 minutes walking! Don’t forget to use our Google
Maps link! This route will take you from 1 hour to 2 hours according your waiting time for
the Metro in the airport.

Here you can find some info about the tickets:
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https://www.athenstransport.com/english/tickets/

And our location:

https://goo.gl/maps/kmf8wHPUwHA2

Food:

You are always welcome to prepare your breakfast and cook your food in our kitchen.  You
receive food money, if you participate as a volunteer in an EVS / European Solidarity Corps
project

Contacts:

If you have any specific interest let us know, in order to bring you I contact with the right
people. Eg: You love cycling? Are you an Artist? Do you love or/and play music?

IMPORTANT:

 Let us know in prior about any health issue that we should know about, in order to
protect you and be safer here

 Bring with you mosquito repellant
 Be careful with your private items when you travel with Metro and Train
 Most  of  the  Greek  shops  accept  credit/dept  cards.  Just  have  a  little  amount  of

money with you, for exceptions 

Wish you a happy and creative volunteering with us.

We are happy to meet soon and we remain at your disposal.

The Erasmus+ Team of Wind of Renewal
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